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Abstract. Ontologies which represent domain knowledge in information
systems are efficient to enhance information retrieval. However, domain
knowledge is evolving over time and thus it should be also expressible at
ontology level. Unfortunately, we consider that ontology evolution is barely
study and its basic principles have not been yet precisely defined according to
our notion of evolution. In this paper, we have followed a bottom-up approach
consisting in a rigorous analysis of the evolution of a particular domain over a
significant period of time (namely the WWW series of conference over a
decade) to highlight concrete domain knowledge evolutions. We then have
generalized and we present a precise set of evolution features that should be
offered by ontology metamodels. We also evaluate the modelling capabilities of
OWL to represent these features and finally, we show the contribution of
ontology evolution support to improve Web information retrieval.
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Introduction

Although being firstly introduced in philosophy, ontologies have recently appeared in
the field of computer science as the cornerstone of the Semantic Web paradigm [3].
The later aims at giving a sense to the Web what will allow computers to
“understand” Web data. If this goal is achieved, computers will be able to unload
users of many tedious tasks like searching relevant documents or services. The
Semantic Web implements ontology that models a part of the real human world,
mainly to annotate Web data or to facilitate information retrieval. Nevertheless, since
ontologies represent the knowledge of a particular domain, they have to smoothly
follow the evolution of that domain otherwise their use will lead to unwanted effects.
Therefore the ontology evolution problem [11], [15] has recently been deep studied
since it becomes rapidly of utmost importance.

In our previous work we have defined the O4 approach [6], [8] that aims at
improving the results of a Web search in terms of relevance. This is done mainly
through the use of ontology-based query expansion rules. In order to optimize the
search, we need to select the adequate terms from the ontology to enrich the query.
Actually, if the ontology does not reflect the knowledge of the domain associated to
the submitted query, the search results will not be those awaited by users. We are thus
facing the problem of ontology evolution.
In this paper we propose a set of modelling features for ontology evolution. These
features have been defined after the rigorous study of the evolution of a particular
domain (in our case, the domain defined by the WWW series of conference topics)
over a ten years period of time. In consequence, we will first have to present in detail
the construction of a corpus of documents that is representative of the domain we
have studied. This requires the definition of relevant criterion and tools that will
facilitate the analysis of the domain. The results of this analysis will lead directly to
the definition of the various kind of evolution that can appear [7] which in turn will
allow the proposition of modelling features that aims at designing evolving
ontologies. The proposed primitives will first allow us to understand the evolution of
ontologies and will aid to predict future versions of ontologies. They can be used to
describe a structural evolution on one hand and a progressive evolution on the other
hand. Since this work has been carried out in a context covering Web information
retrieval, we will highlight the contribution of such ontologies through an example
implementing ontology-based query expansion techniques [8] to improve the
relevance of documents when searching the Web.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
characteristics of the domain we have studied in order to define the new modelling
features devoted to ontology evolution. In Section 3 we detail the proposed modelling
primitives as well as their properties. Section 4 illustrates an application of our work
through a basic example dealing with Web information retrieval. In Section 5 we
discuss related work in the ontology evolution field. Finally the paper wraps up with
concluding remarks and our future work.

2

Domain of Study Definition and Ontologies Construction

The first step towards the proposition of modelling features devoted to ontology
evolution concerns the construction of a significant corpus of documents that will
allow us to highlight the various kinds of domain evolution. In this section we present
the characteristics of such a corpus and the ontologies we have built from that pool of
documents.
2.1

Domain Selection

Since we want to derive modelling features for ontology evolution from the analysis
of the evolution of a particular domain, the selection of such domain is of utmost
importance. Many domains, like bioinformatics through the Gene Ontology [16], are
already modelled using ontologies. Unfortunately, these ontologies are either young

or built using only domain-specific relations. Therefore we considered that the study
of their evolution will not be relevant enough and we decided to construct ontologies
from a set of descriptions of an evolutionary domain. To this end, we have chosen the
domain covered by the World Wide Web series of conference which is reflected in
the calls for papers and in the accepted papers. Thus, papers accepted for publication
at these events together with the calls for papers, which are online and can be
retrieved via a web search engine, form our “Micro Web” (i.e. the corpus of
documents we will analyze). In order to see the evolution of the domain of the Web
over a significant period of time, we decided to harvest the accepted papers of the last
10 WWW events. The so-called Micro Web consists of good case study since the
chosen conference is world famous and known to be one of the most representative
events in the domain of the Web. Therefore, its successive calls for papers reflect the
various fields in vogue in the corresponding domain. Moreover, the quality, quantity
and homogeneity of the submitted papers as well as the high level of selectivity (less
than 20%) set by reviewers reinforce this idea. As a result, we have a corpus made of
622 documents all stored in a relational database which will facilitate their future
analysis.
2.2

Methodology for Ontology Construction

We have designed, from the calls for papers and the accepted papers of the different
conferences, the ontology of the domain of the corresponding event for each year
using the Protégé 1 ontology editor. It means that we have built 10 ontologies, one
concerning each event of the WWW series. These various ontologies represent in fact
the same domain that is evolving over time. The ontologies are constructed following
a rigorous process inspired from the ARCHONTE methodology [2]. The three steps
of this methodology consist in a semantic normalization of the terms introduced in the
ontology, followed by a formalization of the meaning of the knowledge primitives
obtained and an operationalization using knowledge representation languages. The so
built ontologies will allow us to identify the different evolutions of the domain to try,
in the next phase, to explain the changes. The construction of the different ontologies
has been done manually following the process described hereafter. We first model the
knowledge of the domain and then we formalized it using the Web Ontology
Language (OWL). As modeling is the main purpose here, we use the most expressive
flavor of OWL (i.e. OWL Full).
First of all, we stated that every topic of a call for papers denotes a concept in the
corresponding ontology. This means that our ontologies are small and made of about
30 classes. For instance, the topic multimedia in 1998 provides the concept
multimedia in 1998’s ontology. Furthermore, topic like social and cultural gives rise
to two concepts (i.e. a concept social and another one cultural) in the ontology.
Indeed, we decided to split expressions according to the conjunction “and” which
regularly appears. Nevertheless, the conjunction of words using this proposition
indicates that words involved in that particular topic are linked. This is the first step
towards the construction of the set of relations that bind concepts of the ontology.
1
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Then, to determine these relations, we base on the content of the accepted papers
with a particular attention devoted to the abstract of the papers. We first localize an
occurrence of the concepts we tried to bind in a document of our corpus, and then we
tried to identify manually from the text the relation of the domain. In order to validate
our choice, we reiterated the operation on several other papers. This basic but rigorous
process provides us the ontologies (one is depicted in figure 1) of the domain that will
be the material of our study devoted to domain evolution.

Fig. 1. Part of the Ontology representing WWW 2000’s call for papers

As partially illustrated on the ontology in figure 1, we used very elementary
relations like subsumption, equivalence or meronymy (i.e. part-of) to design our
ontologies. Nevertheless, we also introduce some particular relations resulting from
the analysis of the content of the papers like use or allow. All the constructed
ontologies can be downloaded from our Web site 2 .

3

Domain Analysis: Towards Ontology Evolution

The analysis of the evolution of the domain represented by WWW conferences’
topics made it possible to define various kinds of evolution that affect the domain. In
this section, we will detail these evolutions and as a result, we will give the
corresponding modelling primitives for the design of evolving ontologies.
3.1

Domain Evolution

In this first subsection, we discuss the various kind of evolution that stand out during
the analysis phase of our micro web. The analysis we made is at two levels. The first
one, called general observation, defines the macroscopic evolution of the domain over
a long period of time (10 years in our case). In contrary, the second level, called local
observation, highlights the microscopic variation of the domain. This second kind of
observations is made on a very short period (i.e. 1 or 2 years). These observations
2
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made it possible to emphasis different kinds of evolution among which one finds
concept persistence, emergence of new concepts, concepts removal, generalization
and specialization of concepts. However, our observations have also permitted to
define other important features like the importance of concepts in the domain but also
the resistance to modification and the variation of a distance between concepts over
time as well as the speed of evolution. All these characteristics will be detailed in the
remainder of this section. However, in order to explain the various highlighted kinds
of evolution, we needed to distinguish between the ontology built from the calls for
papers which represent the conferences chairman point of view and the content of the
papers which represent the authors’ interpretation of the calls. Unfortunately, we did
not have access to the reviews. These would have permitted to understand if the
authors’ interpretations of the calls were consistent with the chairs point of view of
the domain.
Concept Persistence
This first kind of evolution affects some particular concepts of the domain. Actually,
we observe that special concepts like security or search are present in the ontology
over the whole period of observation. It means that since its appearance in the
domain, the concept remains in the domain. We called this constraint on evolution
concept persistence. Our personal knowledge of the domain lets us claim that these
two concepts denote key notions of the domain (recall that we study the domain
covered by World Wide Web series of conference). Thus, we can say that concepts
that are part of the ontology over a predefined long period of time constitute the core
of the ontology because the semantics of the concept is still covered by the semantics
of the domain. This is particularity important for approach exploiting ontologies like
techniques for indexing data or data retrieval. In fact, these concepts are the most
relevant and in consequence should be favoured in their usage. For instance, the
search concept is present in the domain for the whole period of study, whereas other
concepts which seem to be less important like social remains in the domain only for
one year. We will illustrate this particular point in Section 4 hereafter.
Concept Emergence
The second observation in the evolution of a domain concerns the addition of
knowledge at a particular moment. This emergence of concept was particularly true
for the Semantic Web in 2002. Since this paradigm was defined in 2001 by Tim
Berners-Lee [3], and its associated semantics was close enough from the semantics
covered by the domain defined by the topics of the WWW series of conference, it
rapidly appeared as a concept of the domain and as a result, one year later in the
topics of the WWW conference. This is why it takes place in our ontology
representing the domain covered by WWW 2002 topics. Our survey has shown that
79 concepts have emerged in the domain of the WWW series of conference between
1997 and 2007. Moreover, there are about 11 concepts in average that emerge each
year in an ontology that contains about 30 concepts. Recall that we have one ontology
per conference.

Concept Removal
A concept can be removed from a domain for several reasons. The first one is related
to its semantics. Actually, by virtue of knowledge evolution, the semantics of that
concept could not be covered by the semantics of the domain (described by the
ontology) anymore and therefore should be removed from that domain. Moreover, a
concept can be either not precise enough (i.e. the concept is too abstract) or too
precise (i.e. specific concept). This would also require some domain refinement which
in turns will lead to the removal of concepts for the benefit of more abstract or
specific concepts. Another reason concerns the properties of the concept. For
instance, if the concept is no more “popular” or “profitable” (if we are in a business
domain) for the domain it can also be removed. We can speak about obsolete concept.
In our case study this kind of evolution arose several times. For instance, concepts
like social and cultural appear in the 1998 WWW conference topics but are removed
in the 1999 conference topics and does not appear anymore. Moreover, our study
revealed that in the WWW 1998 conference, no papers containing these two words
were submitted which proves a kind of irrelevance. This is probably the reason why
both concepts have been removed from the domain from that moment.
Concept Abstraction
Our observations revealed that a concept or several concepts can be substituted along
time axis by a more general concept. We call this phenomenon concept abstraction.
This can be done when the semantics of a concept is completely covered by the
semantics of a concept that is directly link to it. However, we observe that this
phenomenon usually turns up when a concept is becoming less relevant for the
domain. For instance, in our ontologies concepts like browser and tool are generalized
into the more general concept application. This substitution give less importance to
the two concepts that have been generalized which in turns give more freedom for the
future authors in their interpretation of the call for papers. Actually, since this
evolution in the call for papers took place, there have been more submitted papers
dealing with a wider range of applications than papers discussing only the use of Web
browsers. Our study has permitted to emphasis this idea. Concretely, there are 351
occurrences of the word browser, 173 occurrences of the word tool and 351
occurrences of the term application in the documents. Moreover, 30% of these words
are cited in the same papers and in most of the cases, the words browser and tool can
be replaced by the term application without a loss of semantics (i.e. the sentences
where this phenomenon appears have the same meaning after terms substitution).
Therefore the concepts of the ontology representing these notions (i.e. browser and
tool) have been substituted by a more general one (i.e. application) which gave place
to a wider variety of papers on Web applications. We have identified 5 concepts that
have been abstracted. However, the time needed for a concept to become more
abstract varies. Actually, some abstractions are very fast, only one year for the
abstraction of concepts like browser and tool, other highlighted abstractions can be
longer.

Concept Specialization
In the contrary, our empirical study has shown that a concept or a group of concepts
can evolve in a more specific concept. Contrary to concept abstraction presented
above, this phenomenon is possible only if the more specific concept on one hand
shares a part of the semantics of its super concept and on the other hand, offers some
specifics axioms that make it possible to represent the domain (or the subpart of it) at
the right level of abstraction. In this particular case (i.e. concept specialization), the
main objective is to bring more precision in the description of the domain by
introducing new concepts. In our domain of study, to know the Web, this has been the
case for the concepts language, programming languages, markup language and
metadata system in 1998. Indeed, they have been transformed in a more specific
concept: XML the year after. This modification that brought more precision in the call
for papers has have an important impact on the submitted papers since 23 papers
dealing with XML have been accepted in 1999. However, this rapidity in the change
(only one year) can be explained by the analysis of the content of the papers
submitted in 1998. We first observe that the XML word appears mostly in the paper of
the track corresponding to the concepts that have changed (language, programming
language …). Concretely, there are 162 occurrences of the term XML in papers
related to programming languages, metadata systems and markup languages for a
total of 205 occurrences of XML in all the accepted papers. Furthermore, the study of
the abstract of these papers has highlighted that the concept XML was directly linked
to the concepts metadata, languages and markup languages through a subsumption
relation and terms metadata, markup language, and programming languages refer in
most of the case to XML in the content of the papers. This phenomenon combined
with the relevance of the XML language at this period of time has probably egg
WWW 1999 chairman to adapt the call for papers. This observation underlines the
relations between the interpretation of the domain (i.e. the content of the papers) and
the evolution of the domain itself (i.e. the call for papers). 7 concepts have been
specialized over the period of study and this evolution gave place to 16 new concepts
of the domain. Moreover, as it is the case for abstraction, the operation required more
or less time depending of the nature and the importance of the concept in the studied
domain.
Semantic Weight
Another important kind of evolution that has been highlighted by our study deals with
the notion of importance of the concepts in the domain. We call this phenomenon
concept emphasis. This property put the stress on the punctual tendency of the
evolution. In fact, at some time, concepts are more relevant for the domain than other
ones. Depending on the domain of interest, this “relevance” can be popularity,
profitability, technological improvements, etc. In our study, this is the case for
concepts like search, hypermedia or Semantic Web in 2002 but also ontologies
recently in 2006. This turns up at two different levels. First, it appears in the tracks of
the conference. In fact, since there have been so many accepted papers dealing with
these notions, two tracks were organized which underlines the importance or the
semantic weight assigned to these topics. Second, 83% of the accepted papers of the
other tracks contain at least one occurrence of the involved word which is also an
indication concerning the important aspect of the concept ontology in the domain. We

believe that this notion is really important and we will give an illustration in Section
4.
Semantic Distance
A more meticulous observation of the evolution of the domain of the Web through the
calls for paper of WWW’s events has permitted to emphasize the notion of semantic
distance between the concepts of the ontology. However, the distance we highlighted
is different from those proposed by Hirst-St-Onge [9], Jiang-Conrath [10] or Resnik
[14]. Actually, these metrics measure the distance between concepts that are linked by
at least a path composed by more than one arc in the graph of an ontology and the
objective is to estimate the closeness given their localization in the graph and the
number of arcs that separate them in this ontology. Nevertheless, we found, through
our empirical study, that the distance between concepts directly linked by the same
arc in the graph of the ontology varies. Actually, some concepts seem to be “closer”
(from the semantic point of view) than other ones although they are linked by the
same relation in the ontology. This turns up in the use of the words denoting these
concepts in the documents of the corpus. For instance concepts browser and
application appear more frequently in the papers than concepts tool and application in
1999 and both couple of concepts are bounded by the same relation (in this case the
relation of subsumption). Nevertheless, adequate metrics (different from those cited in
this subsection) are needed to catch this notion of semantic distance. For the time
being, we decide to consider words frequency. It means that we measure how many
times two concepts of a relation are cited together in the same kind of documents (i.e.
documents published the same year) and in the same context. Moreover, this distance
plays a key part to explain for instance the removal of concepts from the ontology. In
fact, concepts which are not relevant anymore for the domain, are getting further and
further form other concepts of the domain (i.e. the semantic distance is increasing).
Therefore, when a predefined threshold is reached, concepts are removed from the
domain. In the contrary, when concepts are very close, they can be replaced by a more
abstracted or specific concept if another appropriate threshold is reached.
Resistance
This other kind of evolution, called resistance to change, is a bit different from the
other characteristics presented so far. Actually, it has the particularity to be opposed
to evolution. This appears in our study in the ontology of 1998 and 1999. It reflects
also in the documents of the corpus. Indeed, there are 49 occurrences of the words
security in the papers accepted in 1999 which is very few. Furthermore, one paper
contains 26 occurrences of that word. This reveals that the notion of security was not
of utmost importance in 1998. Thus, following the natural aspect of the evolution
process, this concept should have been removed from the ontology representing
WWW 1999’s call for papers which is not the case as the concept security remained
in the call for papers in 1999. This proves that the chairman of WWW 1999 has
considered this notion as important for the field. The resistance to changes is also
present in other field mainly knowledge management [4], [12]. Nevertheless, the
resistance seems to vary according the concepts involved. Each concept resists
differently to evolution. The “coefficient” of resistance to change affected to each

concept is different. This introduces a notion of degree of freedom in the evolution of
the ontology. In fact, using this property, one can partially control the evolution of the
ontology. Thus, this newly introduced metrics should be determined rigorously by
domain experts. Furthermore, this phenomenon turns up under various forms in every
day’s life. For instance, for approximately 80% of the population, whales are seen as
fish and for only 20% of the people whales are mammals. In consequence, if we
follow the natural evolution process, in a significant period of time, all the people
should classified whales under fishes. Nevertheless, among the 20% of the people are
biologists (i.e. domain experts) that will permanently reject this evolution. This
proves the existence of such resistance to change and should be taken into account in
the ontology representing the domain mainly using adapted coefficient as shown in
section 3.2.
Speed of Change
The evolution of the domain takes place at different speeds. Some changes are rapid;
others are very slow and required several years. For instance, the specialization
concepts metadata systems, programming languages, and markup languages into
XML (as presented before) has taken only one year in the contrary, concepts browser
and tools have been abstracted into application in 2 years. We believe that the speed
of change is function of the coefficient of resistance to changes presented before. In
fact, if the coefficient is high, it means that the ontology should not change (or change
very little) which ensures a kind of stability in the ontology. However, if the same
coefficient is low, it will allow more flexibility in the evolution of the ontology. The
speed of change depends also on external factors like technology improvements. This
was the case for the concept Semantic Web; only one year after its definition it
became a key concept of the domain.
3.2

Modeling Features for Ontology Evolution

The various kinds of evolution we have highlighted through our empirical study, have
led us to the proposition of modeling primitives for ontology evolution. In this section
we describe these various modeling elements.
The proposed features can be classified into two different sets. Actually, we have
primitives that act on concepts (i.e. vertices of the ontology graph) and also primitives
that apply on relations (i.e. edges of that graph). The first set is made up of primitives
that put the stress on concepts emergence, concepts persistence and concepts
importance. So, first when a new concept emerge in a domain, it is important to know
the exact date at which the concept has appeared in the ontology. Second, concerning
persistence, two things are needed. On one hand, the emergence date and on the
other hand a duration determined manually by domain experts. The latter correspond
to a constraint of time the concept has to satisfy in order to be considered as
persistent. The last modeling feature that applies on concepts is related to concept
importance. We have decided to model this property using a coefficient called
importance. For the time being, this coefficient is computed based on the
occurrences and the repartition of the given concept in our corpus of documents. In
consequence, the more frequent its associated term is cited and the better the

repartition of this term in the corpus is, the higher the coefficient of importance will
be. We decided to limit the coefficient between 0 and 1 (1 representing a very
important concept).
The second set is formed by modeling primitives affecting relations between
concepts. These are related to the semantic distance and the resistance to changes.
Both notions are represented using coefficients. The semantic distance between two
concepts measures the evolution of the joint use of these two concepts in the corpus of
documents. This coefficient can vary from 0 to infinite but a maximum distance is set
by domain experts and if the distance reaches this particular value, the relation
between the two concepts is removed (i.e. an edge of the ontology graph is removed).
Moreover, if one concept becomes isolated in the ontology (i.e. it is no more linked to
any other concepts) it can be removed from the ontology. Concerning the coefficient
of resistance to changes, it must be defined by domain experts. This coefficient takes
its values between 0 and 1 where 1 denotes a very strong coefficient which prevents
every relation that is affected to evolve.
As OWL is the de facto standard for designing ontologies, we decided to study
how to represent the modeling elements presented in this paper using the OWL
language. Due to its powerful expressivity, OWL offers enough characteristics to take
all the presented features into account. Table 1 hereafter presents the various
modeling features, their associated datatype and the ontology notions they are applied
to. Observe that the types we use are the same than those contained in XML schema
definition.
Table 1. Modeling Features Summary

Element Name
Emergence date
Persistence
Importance
Semantic Distance
Resistance

Datatype
xsd:dateTime
xsd:duration
xsd:float
xsd:nonNegativeInteger
xsd:float

Affect
concept
concept
concept
relation
relation

However, OWL metamodel 3 [11 p.83] should be enriched in order to integrate the
above modeling features as basic OWL primitives. Concerning all features that apply
on concepts, three attributes should be added to the class Class of the OWL
metamodel. One attribute for representing the emergence date of a concept in the
ontology, a second one to express the persistence duration of a concept and finally a
third one for the importance of a concept. Moreover, these attributes must have the
same type than their associated elements (see table 1).
The two modeling elements related to relations, can be integrated to the OWL
metamodel by adding two attributes to the class Property. A first non negative integer
concerning the semantic distance and a second float for expressing the notion of
resistance to changes are needed. Nevertheless, the expressivity of OWL makes it
possible to easily express properties concerning concepts of an ontology without
3
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modifying the OWL metamodel mainly using OWL Datatype properties but for
elements related to OWL properties it would be more problematic.
Another way to proceed would consist in using annotation properties or datatype
properties via datatypes defined in accordance with XML Schema datatypes to
express our concepts at ontology level. Nevertheless, this would require the
expressivity of OWL Full.

4

An Application to Web Information Retrieval

In this section we describe a real contribution of adaptive ontologies in the context of
information retrieval. Our formerly mentioned O4 approach [6], [8] implements an
ontology-based query expansion technique in order to improve the results, in terms of
relevance, when searching the Web. Actually, the query expansion phase is made
according rigorous expansion rules defined by taking into account terms of the query,
the form of the initial query and the relations that link the concepts of the query in the
ontology. The ontological relations implemented in this approach are on one hand the
well-known equivalence and subsumption relations which are already implemented in
OWL and on the other hand part-of and opposition relations which have all been
formalized in first-order logic and added to the Web Ontology Language as primitives
[8]. A first basic rule consists, given a basic query constituted by only one keyword,
in adding all the equivalent concepts of this keyword in the ontology. Nevertheless,
the ontologies we implemented so far were not able to evolve over time and thus do
not reflect the knowledge evolution of the domain they model. In consequence, the
choice of the right terms to put in the query was not fine enough. Due to the
properties of the evolution features we have presented in this paper, and mainly the
semantic distance and the semantic weight assigned to concepts of the ontology, we
will be able to refine even more this choice by selecting concepts which weights are
the highest since they are considered as the most relevant concepts of the domain. The
results of such a search will be more relevant because the more relevant concepts of
the domain will be added to the query.
Assume to illustrate this argument that an initial query “Web” will be submitted to
a Web search engine. If, for instance, the ontology we use to perform query expansion
contains two equivalent concepts for Web that are “WWW” and “Internet” with a
semantic distance from “Web” of 1 and 10 respectively. The system will select the
term “WWW” to put in the query since it is closer to the initial term “Web” than
“Internet” is close to “Web”. So, the expanded query “Web WWW” will be
submitted. Such expansion is judicious if we compare the different search results
associated to both queries “Web WWW” and “Web Internet”. Actually, pages
returned when the query “Web Internet” is entered are older and probably out of date
than pages returned corresponding to the other query. That shows that the integration
of domain evolution at ontology level will improve Web information retrieval at least
by giving right up to date information. Another basic example consists in filtering the
returned pages using the emergence date and the persistence duration of concepts that
constitute the query. Assume that the query “modem Internet” is submitted to a Web
search engine. The system would be able to return pages dealing with modems that

were published from the emergence date of modem in the domain of the Internet and
for the persistence duration of the modem concept.
This is all the more true for approaches implementing ontologies for tagging or
indexing information. Since the vocabulary for indexing or tagging is extracted from
ontologies, it has to be selected rigorously. Moreover, tags are usually chosen by
taking their popularity or any other properties that is domain dependent into account.
However, this kind of information was not provided by static ontologies.
Nevertheless, we have proposed an approach that has the advantage to integrate such
properties directly at ontology level. Therefore, if the concepts presented in this paper
will be integrated directly in ontologies, they will have a huge impact on approaches
dealing with tagging or information indexing.

5

Related Work

In the field of ontology evolution, relevant work has been carried out but two main
different approaches stand out. The first one, inspired by the work done in the
database field, considers ontology versioning. This problem has mainly been tackled
by Michel Klein [11]. He compared ontology evolution with database schema
evolution. The framework he proposed contains a set of operators, on the form of an
ontology, useful for modifying another evolving ontology. Klein also proposes a
change specification language based on the ontology of change operations. Moreover,
Avery and Yearwood, through their extension of OWL called dOWL [1], have
proposed a set of primitives to improve ontology versioning by facilitating the design
of dynamic ontologies.
The second approach for ontology evolution deals with consistency during the
evolution process. To this end, Ljiljana Stojanovic proposed a general methodology
for managing ontology evolution [15]. The process can be divided in 6 different
phases occurring in a cyclic loop. It enables handling the required ontology changes;
ensures the consistency of the underlying ontology and all dependent artifacts;
supports the user to manage changes more easily; and offers advice to the user for
continual ontology reengineering. Recently, Peter Plessers [13] described another
framework for managing consistent changes in ontology. This is done through the
definition of a Change Definition Language and the notion of version log. The former
is a temporal logic based language that allows ontology engineers to formally define
changes whereas the latter stores for each concept ever defined in an ontology the
different versions it passes through during its life cycle.
Besides, another interesting work has been carried out by Giorgios Flouris [5]. It
consists in applying approaches related to belief change to the ontology evolution
problem. The set of modeling features we propose introduces a new dimension in
ontology mainly by the introduction of the Semantic Distance between concepts of
the ontology. Nevertheless, our approach is different from the two approaches
existing in the literature which are reviewed in this section to know ontology
versioning and ontology evolution management. In our approach, we represent the
knowledge related to domain evolution in an ontology and show how this knowledge
can be exploited in Information Retrieval. Moreover, these new properties will allow

first to understand the evolution and will make it possible to anticipate future
evolution. Nevertheless, the dynamic ontologies we obtain can support ontology
versioning and moreover, since we formalized our ontologies in OWL, techniques for
change management can be applied too.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a domain analysis over a significant period of time
leading to a set of ontologies corresponding to the same views of a same domain over
different periods. We analyzed this set of ontologies in order to define new modelling
elements dealing with ontology evolution. Moreover, we also illustrate the potential
contribution of our proposition through an example dealing with information retrieval.
We believe that the evolution features we have defined consist in an important step
towards automatic ontology evolution. This will be possible if we find a way to
analyze the corpus of documents automatically. Nevertheless, our approach needs to
be strengthened mainly through the proposition of good metrics that will be able to
characterize as faithfully as possible the status of knowledge in a corpus of documents
from an evolution point of view. Therefore, our future work will concern on one hand
the definition of such metrics and on the other hand, the proposition of a formal set of
operators able to, given a corpus of documents, update automatically the appropriate
elements of the ontology we have introduced in this paper.
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